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05/07/2014 13:09:53: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: I'll be in the chat as well.
05/07/2014 13:10:20: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: While Ed is Talking... We will be taking care of text

chat...
05/07/2014 13:10:39: Chris McGee from Missouri: Hi Renato, Aaron and all!

05/07/2014 13:10:47: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: Hi Chris!
05/07/2014 13:12:13: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: Hi Troy!

05/07/2014 13:12:22: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: Troy is a rockstar!
05/07/2014 13:13:43: Cynthia Knight from Iowa: are these schools considered one to one computer

schools?
05/07/2014 13:14:28: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: As far as I know, not at Clintondale

05/07/2014 13:14:48: Katie MacDonald from St. Louis: Curious about how "engagement" was measured
by the human observers at UBC

05/07/2014 13:15:11: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Most of the educators we help Flip, are not at one to
one schools.

05/07/2014 13:15:12: Cynthia Knight from Iowa: makes the data more credible with human observers, in
my opinion.

05/07/2014 13:15:39: Cynthia Knight from Iowa: do keep data on those educators's students
05/07/2014 13:15:57: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: We will provide a link to the UBC study, I believe

the engagement was measured by monitors who counted student engagement.
05/07/2014 13:17:11: deb b from : My students (community college) have online homework from

McGraw-Hill. (ConnectMath) I think the homework resource is quite wonderful. But, I am concerned about
the additoinal outside demands of my lessons moving online and completing the online homework demands.

Do you have any experience where the homework resource is also online?
05/07/2014 13:17:50: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: If you are interested in Peer instruction in higher-ed,

see http://mazur.harvard.edu/
05/07/2014 13:18:16: Cindy Marston from United States: Can you please explain "peer flip?"

05/07/2014 13:18:21: deb b from : Do you have any results on how a classroom of students do with APCalc
exams and a flipped classroom?

05/07/2014 13:18:35: Ann Easter from Logansport, IN: I have read about mostly high school flipped
lessons, what about at elementary and middle school levels? I will be teaching 6th grade math next fall.

05/07/2014 13:19:28: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: From a perspective of the online homework, that can
be done in class as well. Most of our flip teachers limit their lessons to 10-15 min lessons (AP is more) for

the students.
05/07/2014 13:19:30: Chris McGee from Missouri: Ann, I've been flipping my 6th grade science

05/07/2014 13:19:47: Amy Hall from RVMS: I flip my 7th grade math classes
05/07/2014 13:20:02: Ann Easter from Logansport, IN: Thanks Chris and Amy! I would love to connect

with you!
05/07/2014 13:20:12: Chris McGee from Missouri: @cmcgee200

05/07/2014 13:20:14: deb b from : that is so good to know. 15 minute lessons?
05/07/2014 13:20:21: deb b from : wow

05/07/2014 13:20:23: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: I'm in the process of flipping 5th grade math
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05/07/2014 13:20:26: Amy Hall from RVMS: I try to stay under 10 minutes
05/07/2014 13:20:30: Ann Easter from Logansport, IN: Thanks Chris and Amy! I would love to talk

further with you!! eastera@lcsc.k12.in.us
05/07/2014 13:20:30: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Many of our teachers are in Elementary and Middle

schools. Elementary lesson can also be made for Parents to help their kids.
05/07/2014 13:20:40: Amy Hall from RVMS: hallamy@rockwood.k12.mo.us

05/07/2014 13:20:49: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: rule of thumb: 1-1.5 minutes per grade level. 6th
grader 6-9 minute video MAX

05/07/2014 13:21:20: Amy Hall from RVMS: I made one that was 12 minutes...and even I got bored
watching it!!! LOL

05/07/2014 13:21:30: Chris McGee from Missouri: Nice one Amy
05/07/2014 13:21:41: Stephanie Moore from United States: Yes, keep it concise and short...

05/07/2014 13:21:45: deb b from : short videos 5x a week?
05/07/2014 13:21:46: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: We tell teachers... students are more likely to watch

two 5 min lessons over one 10 min video.
05/07/2014 13:22:21: Chris McGee from Missouri: I did about one video per topic (goal or objective) so

maybe one video a week.
05/07/2014 13:22:24: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: How many times per week depends on your lesson

plan... some teachers only have 2-3 video lessons per week.
05/07/2014 13:22:42: Stephanie Moore from United States: JIng software (free) keeps a video under 5

minutes. (http://www.techsmith.com/jing.html)
05/07/2014 13:22:53: Amy Hall from RVMS: I teach in a block, so I see my students either 2 or 3 times a

week.
05/07/2014 13:22:55: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: use video when it is appropriate. Don't thry to force a

video where it doesn't fit.
05/07/2014 13:23:18: Martha Bogart from EducationPlus: Hi Amy!!

05/07/2014 13:23:42: Chris McGee from Missouri: I love that the photo of amy is exactly where Amy is
sitting now.

05/07/2014 13:23:43: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: If you are using a Mac... DwayneCam is a Free app
plus quicktime is all you need.

05/07/2014 13:25:02: Chris McGee from Missouri: DwayneCam, that's a new one. I'm downloading it now
05/07/2014 13:25:07: deb b from : I agree that students are used to be passive learners. This is such a great

way to help students become self learners. (lifelong learners too!)
05/07/2014 13:25:46: [Private Message to Renato Cataldo from St. Louis] - Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh:

Will you br bringing me back on, or is my presentation part done? My son's baseball game was rained out the
other day and got rescheduled for today. I may need to pop off a little early.

05/07/2014 13:26:20: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: You will need to train your students how to view this
sort of video.

05/07/2014 13:26:55: Debbie Squier from Florida: Do most people have the students take notes or do
practice problems while watching the video?

05/07/2014 13:27:27: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: Hey, that's me!
05/07/2014 13:27:35: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: I used guided lecture notes. fill in the blank, problems

to work out, etc.
05/07/2014 13:27:56: Amy Hall from RVMS: Debbie...part of crazyforeducation.com is a digital notecard

that Ed will talk about...that's what I use.
05/07/2014 13:28:18: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: Debbie: I agree with Amy, but also you can always

make a separate handout to go with your videos!
05/07/2014 13:28:18: Debbie Squier from Florida: Great, I feel like they need to be accountable
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05/07/2014 13:28:27: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: FYI.. Amy has 22 lessons and her students have
watched over them 1970 times... Yea!

05/07/2014 13:28:29: deb b from : how do you hanlde students who come to class unprepared (didn't do
"homework") didn't watch video

05/07/2014 13:28:34: Amy Hall from RVMS: WOW!!!
05/07/2014 13:28:58: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: I have my kids use 2 column notes and take

"Notes" and do "Examples with me guiding them. They turn in their notes and practice problems the next
day.

05/07/2014 13:29:22: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: yep
05/07/2014 13:30:16: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: By the way, I have had kids watch videos on

their iPod so the digital notecard might be tough...
05/07/2014 13:30:17: Chris McGee from Missouri: You bet Lindsey. Those two column notes correlate

with my videos, the classroom text and also provide questioning strategies that they can just go to "google" to
find the answer. I don't care how they get the info, just that they get it

05/07/2014 13:30:24: deb b from : thx lindsey
05/07/2014 13:30:50: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: For those who have students who do not watch the

lessons, with only 4-8 min lessons, they are often asked to watch them in the class while the other students
get on with their work.

05/07/2014 13:31:04: Amy Hall from RVMS: yes, that's what I do with kids who don't watch it
05/07/2014 13:31:48: Martha Bogart from EducationPlus: In regular classrooms, how do you deal with

students who don't do their homework?
05/07/2014 13:32:01: Martha Bogart from EducationPlus: Similar in flipped classrooms.

05/07/2014 13:33:22: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: By the time we get to FlipCon 14.. we will be
showing a new feature. A complete question / assessment tool so teachers can add questions to any lesson

and reuse the questions with stats on how the students did.
05/07/2014 13:35:40: Sherry Picciolo from Huntingtown, MD: Does your website accept the diacritical

markings (will they show up as intended?) that go with world language classes?
05/07/2014 13:35:40: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: So there's a report to show indiv answers of

each student? And there will be for the new tool, as well?
05/07/2014 13:35:42: Stephanie Moore from United States: Next to the link for the video or asssociated

with the video, you could add a link to a google form or doc for students to respond. Or similar idea
depending on your OS. And, use Google Drive with student folders for their access. Just a thought.

05/07/2014 13:36:08: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: I apologize to my students all the time about my
random clicking while I fumble my way through Ink2Go, but the program is very user-friendly once you get

the hang of it.
05/07/2014 13:36:09: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: FYI... We review all lessons that go online and we

coach teachers individually on how to improve their lessons.
05/07/2014 13:36:12: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: Google form- great idea!

05/07/2014 13:37:07: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: Renato's feedback is amazing! I didn't believe they
actually watched the videos until he coached me through my first couple of flipped lessons.

05/07/2014 13:37:22: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Lindsey.. Yes... There will be group and individual
stats for students, classes, and by lesson.

05/07/2014 13:37:38: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: Thank you! :)
05/07/2014 13:39:29: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Coaching our teachers is pleasure for me... Everyone

has a different style and need. By the third or fourth lesson, most teachers have mastered the process.
05/07/2014 13:40:42: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: I'm so jealous of "BYOD," Amy!!!

05/07/2014 13:41:13: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: I provoded a PD session for a Parkway South Math
PLC this morning. One of their teachers (26 years of experience) has become so comfortable with making
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lessons, she can easily do one every 15 minutes... she did 8 this past Sat.
05/07/2014 13:41:21: Sherry Picciolo from Huntingtown, MD: I teach French and Spanish. Will all the

accents, tildes, and upside down question marks and exclamation points show up as intended?
05/07/2014 13:42:52: Stephanie Moore from United States: Expectations are necessary, just as in "regular"

classroom and teaching/learning.
05/07/2014 13:42:59: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Que Bueno... In your PPT and presentation the

accents show up correctly. For the text online, it is possible, but with an english keyboard it is hard for the
students.

05/07/2014 13:44:06: Sherry Picciolo from Huntingtown, MD: My students know how to switch to the
international keyboard. I just didn't want unusual symbols showing up instead of the accents. Thanks.

05/07/2014 13:45:07: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: I can't hear Michelle :(
05/07/2014 13:45:20: Graeme Michael O: Not really...

05/07/2014 13:45:20: Amy Hall from RVMS: She's barely coming through
05/07/2014 13:45:30: Ann Easter from Logansport, IN: can't hear her

05/07/2014 13:45:33: Graeme Michael O: There seems to be delay and Miche;;e's audio is very low...
05/07/2014 13:45:36: Becky Poe from Winnsboro, TX: We can barely hear Michelle.

05/07/2014 13:45:43: Amy Hall from RVMS: yes\
05/07/2014 13:45:47: keona griffin from gateway: its low here too.

05/07/2014 13:45:49: Graeme Michael O: Seems like the audio is coming through headphones?
05/07/2014 13:45:57: deb b from : yes better

05/07/2014 13:46:00: Amy Hall from RVMS: lol
05/07/2014 13:46:01: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: It's better

05/07/2014 13:46:07: Debbie Squier from Florida: LOL-yes teacher voice
05/07/2014 13:46:10: Thomas O'Toole from Buckingham, england: I can hear from over the pond.

05/07/2014 13:46:11: Chris McGee from Missouri: If you can hear my voice clap once.....
05/07/2014 13:46:19: Rick Speigner from TN: You sound muted - The moderator is twice as loud as

Michelle
05/07/2014 13:46:24: Sherry Picciolo from Huntingtown, MD: There continues to be a delay of 5 seconds

and overlap between the two speakers.
05/07/2014 13:46:28: Amy Hall from RVMS: Ha Chris

05/07/2014 13:46:32: Graeme Michael O: Agreed. Moderator is twice as loud.
05/07/2014 13:46:58: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Sorry for the overlap.. .we will have to speak with

InstantPresenter.com
05/07/2014 13:47:03: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: Finding a production workflow that works for you is

key!
05/07/2014 13:47:36: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: FYI.. you can regulate the volume of the speakers

independently. Mouse over their image.
05/07/2014 13:48:24: Ann Easter from Logansport, IN: Thanks Renato that helped tremendously!

05/07/2014 13:48:24: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: It worked for me to turn Ed down (sorry Ed)
and up my main volume :)

05/07/2014 13:48:31: deb b from : thanks renato... works
05/07/2014 13:48:32: Amy Hall from RVMS: Yes! Start the video over!

05/07/2014 13:48:45: Stephanie Moore from United States: Yes, starting over is faster...
05/07/2014 13:48:48: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: LOL.. I turn Ed down in the office all the time.

05/07/2014 13:48:56: Rick Speigner from TN: The volume control helps some. I have Michelle all the way
up, my computer volume all the way up & the moderator at 50%

05/07/2014 13:49:12: Petra Ehrenbrink from Falmouth, MA: Thanks, Lindsey, that worked for me, too.
05/07/2014 13:49:30: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: We are on a fiber network.. so our multi-media is
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coming over better.
05/07/2014 13:51:30: Laura Bechard from Florida: Has this been done successfully in an elementary

classroom?
05/07/2014 13:53:30: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Yes in Elementary.... see the following teacher 3-5

grade math.. she has thousands of plays and her students are doing 10% better in the first 6 weeks.
https://app.crazyforeducation.com/Lesson/Index?q=McPherson%20Robyn&sid=418&field=Educator

05/07/2014 13:53:40: Amy Hall from RVMS: I cannot thank Ed and Renato enough for all their help. They
are honestly there for you whenever you need help!!!

05/07/2014 13:53:42: deb b from : I teach math so classtime is spent one-on-one problem solving?
05/07/2014 13:54:10: Amy Hall from RVMS: deb b you can do a variety of things!

05/07/2014 13:54:28: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: I would like a little more help with how to
spend class time in 5th grade math.

05/07/2014 13:54:30: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: CrazyForEd are very helpful. Get started, and they will
coach you along!

05/07/2014 13:54:38: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: One to one and group problem solving is fun and
productive for the students.

05/07/2014 13:54:44: deb b from : group projects?
05/07/2014 13:54:45: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: I hope to see you at FlipCon14 in Pittsburgh!

05/07/2014 13:54:55: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: Be intentional about your class activities.
05/07/2014 13:54:56: deb b from : yes, thanks

05/07/2014 13:55:00: Ann Easter from Logansport, IN: I agree with Lindsey. I will have an 80 mindute
block daily for 6th grade math!

05/07/2014 13:55:29: Graeme Michael O: I only have 50 minutes per class so Flipping really gives me class
time.....

05/07/2014 13:55:33: Amy Hall from RVMS: You can go deeper with inquiry-based activities and maybe
projects

05/07/2014 13:55:35: Stephanie Moore from United States: Activities to enhance problem solving and
critical thinking.....more project based learning with facilitation

05/07/2014 13:55:41: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Some of our teachers have weekly group math team
competitions..

05/07/2014 13:55:42: Amy Hall from RVMS: Yes Stephanie!
05/07/2014 13:55:49: Stephanie Moore from United States: Yes,more inquiry and writing/developing

05/07/2014 13:56:06: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: Graeme, same here with the 50-minute classes. It
saves time.

05/07/2014 13:56:13: Stephanie Moore from United States: There are lots of resources...no need to
reinvent the wheel.

05/07/2014 13:56:34: deb b from : tnx stephanie
05/07/2014 13:56:36: Stephanie Moore from United States: Great way to reach parents!

05/07/2014 13:56:39: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Most teachers tell us they get 80%-90% of their class
back for PBL.

05/07/2014 13:56:54: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: yes
05/07/2014 13:57:05: Cindy Marston from United States: How do teachers have time to review digital

notecards before class - especially if a student completes just before class?
05/07/2014 13:57:12: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: FYI.. we encourage parents to log on and watch

teacher lessons.
05/07/2014 13:57:30: Stephanie Moore from United States: Set the expectations for completion...

05/07/2014 13:57:46: deb b from : thank you
05/07/2014 13:57:46: Jennifer Kunz from United States: Thank you!
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05/07/2014 13:57:52: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: Will there be info about flipped mastery?
05/07/2014 13:57:56: Rick Speigner from TN: Had to set Aaron's volume at 15

05/07/2014 13:57:56: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: Cindy, this is one advantage of a separate handout.
My kids put the handout for the previous night's lesson on their desks while working on the Do Now. I can

scan while they work.
05/07/2014 13:58:01: Lindsey Steinhouse from Morris, IL: Another seminar perhaps?

05/07/2014 13:58:03: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: The Digital Cards only take a few miniutes to scan
quickly before class. Most teachers say.. get them done before school starts.

05/07/2014 13:58:37: Cindy Marston from United States: Thanks - that helps!
05/07/2014 13:58:56: Amy Hall from RVMS: Would you please email us the link for FlipCon14?

05/07/2014 13:59:01: [Private Message to all Presenters] - CrazyForEducation, Ed Mass:
ed@crazyforeducation.com

05/07/2014 13:59:20: Lynne Kelsey from California: It's in the Links at the top of the screen
05/07/2014 13:59:33: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Flipcon14.org will work

05/07/2014 13:59:39: Amy Hall from RVMS: Oh yeah, duh, that's right! thanks!
05/07/2014 13:59:44: Aaron Sams from Pittsburgh: Thanks all!

05/07/2014 13:59:58: Laura Bechard from Florida: Thank you!
05/07/2014 14:00:05: Martha Bogart from EducationPlus: Thank you so much!

05/07/2014 14:00:13: Lynne Kelsey from California: Thank you!
05/07/2014 14:00:16: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Thanks to Aaron and FlipCon!

05/07/2014 14:00:24: Terrie Shannon from Duluth, MN: Very interesting! Thanks!
05/07/2014 14:00:25: Becky Poe from Winnsboro, TX: Can we get a certificate for participation?

05/07/2014 14:00:27: Stephanie Moore from United States: Thank you. Just registered....
05/07/2014 14:00:49: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Becky.. what type of certificate would work for you?

05/07/2014 14:01:31: InsipidMonk from Cambridge, England: Thanks Everyone
05/07/2014 14:01:46: Ann Easter from Logansport, IN: Something that shows we completed an hour of

training. I have to turn in Professional Growth Points to renew my license in Indiana.
05/07/2014 14:02:07: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: Will the recording of this webinar be available?

05/07/2014 14:02:30: Debbie Squier from Florida: Ann I just took a screen shot and will put that in my
P.D. file, would that work for you

05/07/2014 14:02:30: Ann Easter from Logansport, IN: On your letterhead or in certificate form with a
signature by one of you along with the date and our name would work great. Thanks!

05/07/2014 14:03:00: Ann Easter from Logansport, IN: That might work Debbie, worth a try, thanks!
05/07/2014 14:03:10: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: We have a official list of participants... I believe the

Flip Leaning network or we can do the certificate.
05/07/2014 14:04:04: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Any questions for anyone still in the chat?

05/07/2014 14:04:24: Thomas Peters from United States: Is there any audio with the presentation?
05/07/2014 14:04:29: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: Will a recording of the webinar be available?

05/07/2014 14:04:54: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Yes.. the webinar recording with audio will be
avalable. We will send a link.

05/07/2014 14:05:41: Michelle Oyola from St. Louis: Thanks, perfect! Lots of great data and observations
for my research.

05/07/2014 14:08:02: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: FYI... One a request basis, we provide FREE PD to
schools and universities all over the world. I will be in Brazil in August, Denver in September, Phoenix in

December..
05/07/2014 14:09:32: Renato Cataldo from St. Louis: Thanks to all. I have a school group wating for me at

5pm...
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